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ABSTRACT
Let G be a graph on X, and let j(x), g(x) be positive integers; several authors have
given conditions for the existence of a graph H on X, obtained from G by removing
or duplicating edges, with degrees dH(X) in the intervals [g(x), j(x)] (for short, we
shall s8.y that H is a (g, f)-graph). Most of the known conditions are complicated,
and our purpose is to show that extremely simple conditions can be stated for the
following cases:
H is a (kg, kf).graph obtained from G by duplicating edges (Th. 1);
H is a (kg, kf)-graph obtained from G by duplicating edges and by removing
edges (Th. 2);
H is a (2g, 2f)·graph obtained from G by duplicating and removing edges that
contains an arbitrary edge «Th. 4);
H is a (1, f)-graph obtained from G by removing edges (Th. 5);
H is a graph obtained from G by removing edges so that the maximum degree
and the minimum degree have a ratio less than k (Th. 5);
H is a. (1, f)-graph obtained from G by removing edges and containing an arbi-
trary edge (Th, 7).
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, G=(X, E) will denote a graph with vertex-set X and
with edge-set E . For x EX, we denote by Tx the sot of all vertices which
are adjacent to x, and for A C X, we put
rs : U rx if A+0
,uA
rA=0 if A=0.
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For any function j(x) defined on X, we put:
j(A) = ! j(x) if A # 0
",• ..4
=0 if A=0.
The existence of a partial graph H of G such that each vertex x has
a degree dH(x) between two given bounds g(x) and j(x) occurs in many
combinatorial problems (see N . G. do Bruijn, [4]). First, W. T. Tuttc
solved the ease g(x) = j(x) = 1, then the case g(x) = j(x) (see [14]). The
general case has been solved by L. Lovasz [8], who proved that there
exists a partial graph H with g(x) ~dH(x) ~j(x) for every vertex x if and
only if evory 3-partition (R, S, T) of X satisfies
j{R) + dG(S) - g(S )~mG(R, S) + Ps(GT )
where Ps(G T ) is the number of connected components 0 of the subgraph
GT that satisfy:
j(x) =g{x) (x EO)
j(O)+mG(O, S) ¥= 1 modulo 2
M. Las Vorgnas [7] has simplified this complicated condition when
O~g(x)~ 1 for all x. However, all tho known conditions are still com-
plicated.
In Section 2, we shall show that simple conditions are possible if
instead of partial graphs, we look only for a positive function p(x, y)
defined for the edges [x , y] of G so that
g(x)~ ! p(x, y) ~j(x) .
lI.r",
In Section 3, we apply the previous results to different generalizations
of the regularisability.
2. GENERAL RESULTS
The main tool we shall use is the circulation theorem of A. Hoffman
[5] in a transportation network.
LEMMA. Let G be a graph on X={I, 2, ... , n} . Let p ~O, and k>O,
j(i)~g(i)~O jor i=I,2, ... ,n, be integers. Let Gk,p be the transportation
network obtained jrom G as jollows: take two copies {Xl, X2, ... , xnl and
{Yl ' Y2, ... , Ynl oj X , join a "source" a to each Xi by a directed arc with
capacities b(a, xt}= kg(i), c(a, Xi) = kj(i) ;join Xi to Yi by an arc with capacities
b(Xi, Yi)=P, C{Xi, Yi)= += ij i and j are adjacent in G; join each Yi to a
"sink" z by an arc with capacities b(Yi' z) = kg(j), c(Yi, z) = kj(j); join z to
a by an arc with capacities b(z, a)= -00, c(z, a)= + 00. Th ere exists in Gk,p
a compatible flow cp with b(e)~ cp(e) ~ c(e) [or each arc e ij and only ij every
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pair (A , B) of subsets of X with Bd. FA, satisfies
(i) f(B) ~g(A )+%IF B n (X -A)I
(ii) f(B) ~g(A ) + t IF (X -A) ("\ BI
PROOF. By the circulation theorem of A. Hoffman [S], a feasible flow
exists if and only if, for each set S of vertices in Gt,p,
! c(e)~ ! b(e)
uw+(S) ecw-(S)
Consider two sets A C X, and Bey. For S =A u B u {z}, the above
inequality is always satisfied (the left-hand side being +00).
For S = A u B u {a}, this inequality is always satisfied (the right-hand
side being - 00).
For S = A u B, this inequality is always satisfied if FA 1. B, and other-
wise we get (i).
For S = A u B u {a, z} this inequality is always satisfied if FA 1. B,
and otherwise we get
f(X -A)~g(X-B) + ~ Ir B n (X -A )I.
But Bd. FA is equivalent to X -A d. F(X -B) and this last inequality
is equivalent to (ii).
THEOREM 1. L et G be a connected graph with vertex-set X, and for every
x E X, let g(x) ~ 0 and f(x) > 0 be two integers, g(x) ~ f(x). There exist
rational numbers p(e) > 0 associated with each edge e of G so that
g(x)~ ! p(x, y)~f(x)
lIEr",
for all x if and only if :
(1) f(rS)~g(S) for every non-empty stable set S of G;
(2) the above inequality is strict except for S = X if G is a bipartite graph
(X , Y, E) with f(Y)=g(X) .
PROOF
The conditions (1), (2) are necessary.
If a weight p(e) > 0 exists, then for every stable set S,
! g(x) ~ ! p(e) ~ ! f(y)
XES eew +(S) «crs
(1) follows; if F(FS) =1= S, the last inequality is strict, and (2) follows.
The conditions (I) , (2) are sufficient .
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First, we shall shew that, for every set A ex,
(I') f(FA)~g(A)
(2') F(FA) #A ~ f(FA) >g(A} .
Let 8 be the set of isolated vertices in the subgraph GA induced by A,
and let T=A-8. Then FTd. T. Hence
f(FA)=f(F8 U FT)~f(F8)+f(FT)~g(8)+f(T)~g(A)
(I') follows.
Now, assume F(FA) #A; if 8#O, we have, by (2),
f(F8»g(8)
if 8 = 0, since f(x) > 0 for all x, we have
f(FT) > g(T) .
(2') follows .
Next, we show that the transportation network Gle ,l possesses a feasible
flow q; if k is large.
If B d. FA, B# FA, we have, by (I'),
(3) f(B»f(FA) ~g(A) .
If B= FA , and FB#A, we have, by (2') ,
(4) f(B) =f(FA) >g(A).
If B=FA and FB=A, then
Ik IFB n (X -A)I =0
(5)
I
-IT(X -A) n BI=Ok
Then, by (3), (4), (5), (6) , we can take k large enough to satisfy (i) and (ii)
for every (A, B) with B d. FA .
The existence of a compatible flow q; for some Gle,l follows from the
Lemma.
For each edge i, j of G, put
p(i,j)= ;k (q;(Xt, Yj) +q;(xJ, yt})
We have
p(E(i)) = t p(i,j) = 2~ t q;(Xt, Yj) + 21k t q;(Xj, Yt) ~
~ 2~ (kf(i)+kf(i))=f(i) .
Sirnilary,
p(E(i)) ~g(i ) .
Thus, p(i, j) is a weight that fulfils the required conditions.
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Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 1. Let O<It <./2<.... « i; be positive integers. There exists
a complete multigraph of order n (with no loops) such that the degrees
dI , d2, •• • , dn satisfy
dl d2 a;
II = f2 = = fn
if and only iffn<II +/2 + ... + fn-l-
(The proof is immediate).
COROLLARY 2. Let 0 be a connected graph, which is not a bipartite graph
with two vertex-classes of same cardinality. A regular multigraph can be
obtained from 0 by replacing each edge by a non-empty set of parallel edges
(i.e. by "duplicating" edges) if and only if every non-empty stable set S
(of independent vertices) satisfies
IFSI >ISI·
This follows from Theorem 1 by setting f(x) = g(x) = 1. It suffices to
notice that the values p(x) are solutions of a linear program with integer
coordinates, and therefore can be rational numbers.
This corollary was in Berge [2] with the above formulation, but we
noticed recently that an equivalent statement follows immediately from
Nemhauser and Trotter [9], and, in the context of symetric bistochastic
matrices, from Brualdi (Theorem 3.7. in [3]). The same condition was
also found independently by Pulleyblank ([II], [12]) for caracterizing
"2-bicritical" graphs. A graph 0 is said to be 2-bicritical if when we
remove any vertex from 0, the resulting graph has a perfect 2-matching
(2-factor of 20); it happens that a graph is 2-bicritical if and only if it
is regularisable with no bipartite connected components.
THEOREM 2. Let 0 be a graph on X, and for x E X, let f(x) , g(x) be
integers :>0, g(x) <. f(x), f(x) i= O. There exists a weight p(x, y) :> 0 associated
with each edge [x, y] of 0 so that
g(x) ~ I p(x, y) ~ f(x)
lIEr",
(XEX)
if and only if every non-empty stable set S satisfies
f(rS) ~ g(S) .
The proof is exactly as for Theorem 1., using the transportation network
Ok,O instead of Ok,i.
COROLLARY . Let G be a graph on X. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) a regular multigraph can be obtained from G by removing and dupli-
cating edges ;
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(2) every stable set S satisfies Insl~ISI;
(3) there exists a partition of X such that each class is either a set of two
adjacent vertices, or an odd cycle.
PROOF. The equivalent between (1) and (3) is known (see [2] and [12]);
the equivalence between (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 2 with
g(x) = f(x) = 1.
THEOREM 3. Let G be a simple graph on X connected and non-bipartite
with m edges. Let g(x), f(x) be even integers, g(x) ~f(x), f(x) > O. The following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) each edge ei of G belongs to a multigraph Hi obtained from G by removing
and duplicating edges, that satisfies
g(x) ~ dH(x) ~ f(x) (x EX);
(ii) there exists a multigraph H, obtained from G by duplicating edges, that
satisfies
mg(x) ~dH(x)~mf(x) (XEX);
(iii) every stable set S*0 satisfies f(rS»g(S).
PROOF. (i) implies (ii).
If each edge ei of G defines a multigraph Hi, then the multigraph H
defined by
m
mH(x, y) = ! mHi(x, y)
i-I
satisfies (ii).
(ii) implies (iii). The weights p(x, y)=-.!..mH(x, y) satisfy the conditions
m
of Theorem 1. Hence
f(rS»g(S)
(iii) implies (i). As in Theorem 1, we see that
Bd A ='>- f(B) >g(A).
Let [xo, Yo] be an edge of G, and let G' be the transportation network
obtained from G1/2 ,0 by replacing the capacities
b(a, xo), c(a, xo), b(yo, z), c(yO' z) by:
b'(a, xo)= !g(xo)-1
c'(a, xo)= !f(xo)-1
b'(yo, z) = !g(yo)-1
c'(yO, z) = !f(yo)-1
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Here, x denotes the first copy of x in G', and x denotes the second one.
By the Hoffman Theorem, there exists a feasible flow tp' in G' if and
only if for all (A, B) with B"d. rA,
f(B) - g(A) ~ 2 max {<5(yo, B) - <5 (xo, A), <5(xo, B) - <5(yo, A)}
where
<5(x, A) = 1 if x E A
=0 if x rt A
This condition is fulfilled, because, since f(x) and g(x) are even, and since
f(B) > g(A), we have:
f(B) -g(A) ~ 2.
Thus, there exists an integer valued flow g/(~, y) in G'. Define a hypergraph
H on X by
mH(x,y)=g/(x,y)+g/(y,~) if (x,Y)EE, (x,y) #(xo,yo)
mH(xO, yo)= cp'(xo, yo)+ 1+cp'(yo, tio)
mH(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) rt E.
Thus, H contains the edge (xo, Yo), and satisfies
dH(x) ;;i,f(x)
dH(x) ~g(x).
THEOREM 4. Let G be a graph on X . Let g(x), f(x) be even integers,
g(x) ..;; f(x), f(x) > O. By removing and duplicating edges, one can obtain from
G a multigraph H such that
(XEX)
if and only if every stable set S satisfies
f(rS)~g(S).
PROOF. This condition is necessary: if such a hypergraph H does exist,
we count the number mH(S, rS) of edges between Sand rs in two
different ways and we obtain :
g(S);£ L dII(x) =mH(S, rS);£ L dH(x) < f (r S ).
z£s z£rs
The condition is sufficient: By the lemma, the transportation network
0 1/2•0 has a feasible flow cp(e) and this flow has integer values. Put:
mlI(x, y) = cptx , y) +cp(y , ti) if (x , y) E E
= 0 if (x, y) rt E
Since this number is integer, a multigraph H on X is well defined, and
H fulfils the required conditions. Q.E .D.
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If g(x) = j(x) for all x, the condition of Theorem 4 becom es j(r8) ;;;;'j(8),
which is simpler that the condition given by Tutte (Theorem B in [14])
for the case j(x) =0 modulo 2.
3. THE EXISTENCE OF (1, f)-FACTORS
Let G be a multigraph on X , and let j(x) and g(x) be positive integers,
g(x) <.j(x).
A (g, f)-jactor of G is a multigraph H obtained from G by removing
edges and satisfying
g(x) <.dH(x) <.j(x) (x EX).
A j-star is a complete-bipartite graph K1 ,p whose center x satisfies
1<.p<. f (x ).
THEOREM 5. Let j( x) be a positive integer for x EX, and let G bea simple
graph on X. The following conditions are equi valent :
(1) there exists a (2, 2f)-jactor of 2G ;
(2) there exi sts a partial graph oj G whose each connected comp onent is
either a f-star , or an odd cycle with f( x) = 1 for each of its vertic es;
(3) every stable set 8 satisfies f(r8) > 181·
PROOF. (1) implies (2).
Let H be a (2, 2f)-factor of 2G with the least number of edges. Assume
that the number of sets of parallel edges ("double-edges") in H is maximum.
Let fL be an elementary cycle of length larger than 2 in H. Then fL
has no double-edges and no chords (because we could remove one edge
from H , which contradicts the minimality of H). The cycle fL is not even ,
because we could remove and duplicate alternately the edges of fL to
obtain a new (2, 2f)-factor which contradicts the maximality of the
number of double edges of H . If the odd cycle fL contains two vertices
of degree larger than 2, then there is an odd chain fL[a, b], joining two
vertices a and b of fL with dH(a) > 2, dIl(b) > 2; by removing or duplicating
alternately the edges of fL from a to b, we get a new (2, 2f)-factor which
contradicts the minimality of H . If the odd cycle fL contains only one
vertex a of degree larger than 1, we leave the first edge incident to a
unchanged and then alternately duplicate and remove the other edges
of to obtain a new (2, 2f)-factor which contradicts the maximality of the
number of double edges. If the odd cycle fL contains no vertex of degre e
> 2, it constitues a connected component of H ; so we know that the only
cycles of length *2 of H are odd and constitute connected components;
all the other connected components are trees (with double edges) . We
shall show now that the longest chain fL = [a, xl, X2, . .. , Xk, b] of such a
tree T is of length 2.
Otherwise, we have k >l , dH(a) = 2, dH(b) = 2, dH(Xl) > 3, dll(Xk) > 3, and
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all the edges between Xl and Xk are simple; so, by removing and duplicating
alternately the edges of fl from Xl to Xk, we obtain a new (2,2f)-factor
which contradicts either the minimality of II, or the maximality of the
number of double-edges; the contradict ion follows.
Thus, T is a graph 2Kl , p with 1 <.p <. f(x ), which induces on G a f-star.
An odd cycle of II is eit her an odd cycle with f(x) = 1 for all it vertices,
or decomposes into f-stars (namely one K l ,2 and several Kl ,l)'
So, a partial graph of G satisfying (2) is obtained.
(2) implies (3) .
Let Hi be a partial graph of G satisfying (2). The multigraph H obtained
from H l by duplicating every edge which belongs to a j-star of H l , satisfies:
2 <dH(x) <: 2f(x) (XEX)
Therefore, by Theorem 4, every stable set S satisfies
2f(FS) ;;;. 21SI.
(3) follows.
(3) implies (1) .
By Theorem 4, there exists a multigraph H obtained from G by removing
and duplicating edges, such that
2 <: dH(x) <. 2j(x ) (X EX).
The multigraph obtained from H by repl acing each set of more than
two parallel edges by a double-edge satisfies also t he above inequalities,
and is a (2,2f)-factor of 2G. This achieves the proof.
COROLLARY 1. Let f(x) be a positive integer for X E X. Let G be a simple
graph on X such that the subgraph induced by {xix E X , j(x) = I} is bipartite.
Then G has a (1, f)-factor i f and only i f every stable set S satisfies f(FS) ;;;. lSI.
(trivial).
COROLLARY 2. Let j(x) be an integer ;;;. 2 [or X E X . Let G be a simple
graph on X. Then G has a partial graph whose each connected component
is a j-star if and only if every stable set S satisfies j(rS) ;;;. lSI.
(trivial).
COROLLARY 3. Let j(x) ;;;. 2, and let G be a graph without isolated vertices
which contains no Kl,!(z)+ l with center x as an induced subgraph. Then G
has a partial graph whose each connected component is a j-star,
Let S be a stable set of G. Let XES, Y E r s. Since G has no isolated
vertices, mG(x , rS) ;;;. 1. Since G has no K l ,! (z )+1 with center x , mG(y, S) <
< f(y ). We have
ISI<. 2 mG(x, rS) =mG(S, rs, -: 2 mG(y, S) <:j(rs).
zeS ZETS
Then, the result follows from the Corollary 2. Q.E.D.
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F or f(x )= 2, a stronger result of Las Vergnas [6] and Sumner [13]
states that a connected graph of even order without induced K1 ,3 has
a perfect matching.
CORO LLARY 4. L et k ;;. 1. A multigraph H wit h maximum degree i1(H )
and minim um degree tJ(H) such that i1(H) <:M(H) can be obtained from G
by removing and duplicating edges i ff every stable set S satisfies lSI<: kITSI.
If k= 1, the existence of H follows from t he corollary to Theorem 2.
If k ;» 2, t he existence of H follows from t he corollary 2 with f(x) = k .
COROLLARY 5. (C. Payan, [10]). L et k » 2, and let H be a multigrap h
such that i1(H) <:M(H) . Then H has a partial grap h whose each connected
component is a k-star.
Since lSI< k lTSI for every stable set S, the res ult follows from t he
corollary 2.
THEOREM 6. Let f(x) ;;. 1; let G be a simp le connected graph which is not
bipartite. T hen every edge of 2G belongs to some ( 2, 2f )-factor of 2G i f and
only i f every stable S satisfies f(rs;> lSI.
By Theorem 3, an arbitrary edge e of a graph G sat isfying the condit ion
of Theorem 6, belongs to a multigraph H obtained from G by removing
and duplicating edges so t hat
2 <: dH(x )<:2f(x) (x EX).
The mult igraph H' obtained from H by replacing each set of more than
two parallel edges by exac t ly two parallel edges sat isfies the same in-
equalities and is a (2, 2f)-factor of 2G. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 7. Let f(x );;. 2 and let G be a conn ected graph. E very edge
belongs to some (1, f)-f actor of G if and only if every stable set S satisfies
f(rS );;. lSI + e(S ),
where
8(S) = 2 if r s is non -stable,
8(S) = 1 if r s is stable and rs =1= X - S,
e(S )= O if r s is stable and r s = x -S.
PROOF.
The condition is necessary:
Let S be a stable set of G.
If Grs contains an edge e, let H be a (1, f)-factor of G containing e.
We have
lSI ~m H(S , rs,<:f(rS) - 2.
If r s =1= X - S, since G is connected, t here is an edge e joining r s to
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x -S. Let H be a (I, I)-factor of G containing e. We have
lSI ~mH(S, rS) ~/(rS)-1.
If rs=x -S, let H be a (I,/)-factor of G. We have
lSI ~mH(S, rs, ~/(rS) .
The condition is sufficient:
Let e= [a, b] be an edge of G.
Define 1', g' by f'(x)=/(x) for x e X -{a, b}, I'(a)=j(a)-I, I'(b)=j(b)-I,
g'(x)=1 for xeX-{a,b}, g'(a)=g'(b)=O.
Clearly G has a (I , f)-factor containing e if (and only if) G' =G- e has a
(g', f')-factor.
By [7], Theorem 1.4, G' has a (g', f')-factor where O~g' ~ I, if (and only
if) for every A ~ X, f'(A) is at least equal to the number of connected
components 0 of G'X-A such that either 0= {x} for some x e X -A and
g'(x)=I, or 101 is odd ~3 and f'(x)=g'(x)=lor all » e O.
Since we have here I'(x) >g'(x) for all x e X and g'(x) = 1 for x*a, b,
this condition reduces to : for every A ~ X, the set S' of isolated vertices
of G'X-A contained in X - {a, b} satisfies
(i) I'(A):>IS'I.
Consider A ~ X. We denote by S the set of isolated vertices of GX-A'
by S' the set of isolated vertices of G'X-A contained in X - {a, b}. Note
that S is a stable set of G and rGs~A. We distinguish 3 cases:
(I) case a,beA.
We have f'(A)=j(A) -2, S=S' .
If a, b e rs, then j(rS) ~ lSI +2. Hence
I'(A)=j(A) -2;;;;'j(rS)-2~lSI = IS'I.
If a or b does not belong to I'S, then j(A) ;;;;,/(rS)+2 and j(rS);;;;' lSI.
Hence
I'(A) = j(A) - 2;;;;,/(rS);;;;, lSI = IS'I·
(2) case a e A, be X -A.
We have I'(A)=j(A)-1.
If b e S, we have S'=S-{b}. Hence
j'(A) = j(A) -I ;;;;'j(rS) -I;;;;' ISI-I = IS'I.
If biS, we have S'=S. Since rs*x-s, j(rS)~ISI+1. Hence
j'(A) = j(A) -I ;;;;'j(rS) -I ~ lSI = IS'I.
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(3) case a, b e X -A.
We have j'(A) = I(A), S' =S. Hence
j'(A) = I(A) ~/(rS)~ lSI = WI .
In all cases, (i) is proved.
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